ABSTRACT: Recommender systems support online customers by suggesting products and services of likely interest to them. Considering the customer context is believed to produce better recommendations, yet it poses unique challenges. If recommendation is generated through previous ratings, narrowing down the set of ratings to those under the target context will limit their number producing poor quality recommendations. A common approach to improve the quality is to aggregate ratings from a number of similar context segments, but establishing which segments to aggregate by unguided enumerations is too computationally intensive.
Introduction
The Internet has become the most effective means to gather and use information from ecommerce participants, helping vendors understand what their customers need and expect [20] .
A recommender system is defined as "any system that produces individualized recommendations as output or has the effect of guiding the user in a personalized way to interesting or useful objects in a large space of possible options" [11] . Such systems are often used by e-commerce websites to help consumers make purchasing decisions and hence increase e-commerce sales.
Recent research addresses certain limitations of current recommendation technologies, such as improving understanding of users and items in order to take full advantage of the information in the user's transaction histories and other available data, incorporating contextual information, supporting selection based on multiple criteria, and reducing intrusiveness etc [4] . In this paper we focus on incorporating contextual information to improve the accuracy with which we can predict customer preferences, and offer two contributions: a multi-dimensional context similarity metric and a guided aggregation approach to incorporating context within traditional recommendation algorithms exemplified by the collaborative filtering algorithm.
Our focus on context is motivated by its importance in shaping user preferences. Indeed, Adomavicius et al [3] state that the degree of incorporation of contextual information in a recommendation method can affect the accuracy of predicting consumer preferences. If we take hotel recommendation as our example used throughout the paper, one of the context dimensions affecting user's selection is the time of the trip. A seaside hotel is more popular in summer than in winter. Another context dimension can be the companion with whom the user plans to travel.
Travelling with friends will favor central hotels close to entertainment places, whilst travelling with family and especially with children favors quiet hotels.
A conventional way to consider context is to follow the reduction-based approach [3] and only focus on those purchase and ranking histories that are under the same context as the intended one. This however may result in insufficient training data and hence produce poor recommendations. This can be addressed by extending the training set through aggregating data from wider range of similar context values, presuming that similar context values yield similar user preferences. Seeking effective ways to aggregate data into a training set is the focus of this paper. We aim to address the limitations of the "unguided" approaches (e.g., [3] ), which seek better recommendation results by enumerating different combinations of context values.
We propose a novel context similarity metric to guide the process of selecting and aggregating ratings from similar context values, and demonstrate how it can be extended across a number of context dimensions. The metric is the basis on which we develop a guided aggregation approach to enable context-aware recommendation. We demonstrate how our approach enables recommendations with improved accuracy and reduced computational costs.
We offer two theoretical contributions and one experimental contribution as follows:
Firstly, the proposed context similarity metric can calculate which context values are similar to the values specifying the target context for recommendation. We extend a single dimensional metric to make it suitable for a multi-dimensional context space.
Secondly, we propose the context similarity metric to guide the aggregation of the data in a training set when there is no sufficient data for quality recommendation within the target context, avoiding "blind" enumeration whilst retaining the quality of prediction of the reduction-based approach and its compatibility with any traditional two-dimensional recommendation algorithms.
In this paper, we demonstrate the effect of our approach by applying it to a well-known collaborative filtering algorithm extended with multiple criteria ratings [1] .
Our third contribution comprises the results from a comprehensive validation and testing on the metric and the approach through four sets of experiments upon a set of data containing user rankings of hotels under a number of different contexts and criteria.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we begin with a description of several popular recommendation approaches. Then we discuss different context dimensions and present our metric and how it can be used to calculate the similarity of different types of context values.
After that, the proposed approach is presented. Four sets of experiments are then implemented to evaluate the approach. Afterwards, we compare our approach with other related work and discuss their differences. We conclude and discuss the future work at the end of the paper.
Preliminaries
Recommender systems can be classified into four types according to the number of decision criteria and number of context dimensions they consider as their input data [27] . Criteria here are usually represented as the users' opinions of different item features (or properties). This contrasts with context dimensions, which represent different types of parameters characterizing the circumstances in which the item is to be used. Take hotel recommendation as an example, the location and cleanliness of the hotel are the criteria, while a context dimension is the purpose of your visit, such as visit for work or for leisure.
These four types of recommender systems are: (I) "traditional" systems or single-criterion 2-dimensional systems (i.e., only use the single criterion of ratings and the dimensions of user and item), (II) multi-context systems or (single-criterion) multi-dimensional systems (i.e., add context dimensions to the two core dimensions), (III) multi-criteria (2-dimensional) systems (i.e., include multiple criteria information), and (IV) multi-criteria multi-dimensional recommender systems (i.e., include multiple criteria and context information). Most of the existing recommender systems on the market are "traditional" [3] , though within the research community, a significant volume of further work has been done in extending systems to either multidimensional ones or multi-criteria area ones, with only a couple of systems integrating both.
Traditional Recommender Systems
Traditionally, recommender systems are based on a single factor/criterion, which is usually a numerical rating that represents user's preference of the whole item [4, 30] . Two types of entities, users and items, are used for the recommendation, which results in the two classical dimensions, : → . A traditional recommender system is initialized by users' ratings that are either explicitly or implicitly collected. Then for each target user it tries to choose the item which maximizes the estimated utility of the item for this user [4] .
The recommender system can predict a rating which a user will give to an item, or order these ratings and return the most highly rated items as a list of top-N recommendations to the target user [38] [44] . In general, recommender systems use the information of user characteristics, item features, and behavior of similar users [31] . The algorithms for making the recommendation are usually classified (e.g. in [4] , [19] , [23] , [18] ) into three categories: collaborative filtering, content-based and hybrid algorithms.
Among these algorithms, collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm is the most popular one [34] , which recommends to users those items which are liked by similar users. Users are similar if they have similar past rankings, assuming that users who had common interests in the past, tend to have similar tastes in the future [6, 8] . GroupLens, Ringo and Amazon.com etc are all successful applications of the CF algorithm [35, 42] . According to Breese, Heckerman and Kadie [10] , CF algorithms can be grouped into two classes: memory-based which recommend based on the preference of nearest neighbors, and model-based which recommend by building a model of user ratings. Both practical experience and research have reported that memory-based algorithms such as the nearest-neighbor algorithm have excellent performance in terms of accuracy [44] .
The genetic memory-based algorithm, also used in this paper, computes a prediction by aggregating the ratings of other users for the same item, such as:
Where denotes the set of the best similar users to our target user u who have rated the target item ; , is the rating given by user to item , is defined as the average ratings of all the items rated by user , and is a normalizing factor in the equation, calculated as
. Here , represents user similarity.
User similarity is used to locate the "neighbors" of the active user which is also another key issue in CF [4] , i.e. those users who share similar taste to the active user according to their preference histories. Pearson correlation and cosine-based techniques are the two used most widely [4] [5] . The values returned by both techniques range from 1 to 1 and denoted as , in (1) . The greater the returned value, the more similar are these two users.
Multi-criteria Recommender Systems
Recommender systems which consider multi-criteria ratings are known as multi-criteria recommender systems, and many of them engage with Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods [28, 39] . As Manouselis and Costopoulou have stated, MCDM methods can facilitate the recommendation process [28] . The utility function of a multi-criteria systems can be denoted as : → … , where represents the total rating if there is any, and represents the rating of each possible criterion ( 1,2, … , ). However, MCDM methods (e.g., AHP [36] or multi-attribute utility function approaches [9] ) are aligned with situations where the decision is of high value, and users have sufficient time to select criteria weights and rank products according to each individual criterion. Since recommender systems usually aim to provide "instant" result, incorporating multiple criteria within an effective recommender system would need innovative mechanisms to achieve the speed expected.
One way to leverage multi-criteria ratings into similarity computation is to use multidimensional distance metrics [1] . It starts by calculating the distance between two users' ratings for the same items. Euclidean distance is chosen as it is a widely accepted way to compute distance in multi-dimensional space. The inverse of the distance is used to measure the similarity between these two users [1] . The distance between user and on item is:
Where is the set of items that are rated by both and , n is the number of the criteria, while is the rating of user on criterion . Since similarity of two users is opposite to the distance of them, we denote the similarity as the inverse of the distance, and it is shown as:
The larger the similarity measure, the more similar the two users. Multiple criteria ratings provide more information about user preferences regarding different aspects of items than singlecriterion ratings. Hence multi-criteria recommender systems have the potential to increase the prediction accuracy of user preferences comparing to traditional ones [1] [2]. In fact, there is much research work reporting that multi-criteria recommender systems outperform the traditional ones in most cases, such as in Adomavicius [1] and Zhang [46] etc.
However there are also cases reported in literature that multi-criteria recommendations actually underperform traditional single-criterion ones [1] . Even with multi-criteria ratings, different approaches may provide different levels of accuracy depending on the domain, and one approach may fit one dataset better than the other one [1] .
In our earlier work [26] , we have demonstrated that the multi-criteria ratings approaches provide a more accurate prediction than a single rating CF in our dataset, especially when the user similarity is calculated through Euclidean Distance. These findings motivate our use of Euclidean Distance for calculating user similarity in this paper.
Another extended area is multi-dimensional recommender systems, where context dimensions are added to the traditional two dimensions to produce better estimates of the utility function .
Multi-dimensional Recommender Systems
A multi-dimensional, or context-aware recommender systems extend the traditional ones by incorporating contextual information, adding the contextual dimensions to the traditional two dimensions , resulting in multiple dimensions ⋯ . The rating function is then :
In the example of recommending movies, contextual information such as time, place, and accompanying persons will be considered, indeed the movie suitable for watching with one's partner in cinema on Saturday is different from the one watched at home with his/her parents on a weekday. Then the recommendation space will become from the original two dimensions [3] .
We will now describe the "context" concept from our perspective and motivate the inclusion of context information in the recommendation.
Context
Context is defined in a variety of ways from literature, such as [40] [24]. Here we use one of the most referenced context definitions, where context is defined as "any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity", and the entity is defined as "a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves" [15] .
Context plays an important role in recommendation since it can affect the user's decision. For instance, in the hotel rating example from the introduction of this paper, business travelers would choose an expensive hotel to ensure good rest, whilst leisure travelers may choose a cheaper hotel. Lilien et al [25] point out that "consumers vary in their decision-making rules because of the usage situation, the use of the goods or services (for family, for gift, for self) and the purchase situations (catalog sale, in-store shelf selection, salesperson aided purchase)" [25] .
Stewart and Malaga [43] argue that the context created by an organization's positioning in a particular set of web links affects the user's trust in the organization after their visit of the web site, and trust is crucial to the success of e-commerce [43] . Adomavicius et al state and prove that a more accurate prediction of the user' preferences depends on the degrees of incorporation of contextual information into a recommender system [3] , since contextual recommendation can affect customer's purchase behaviors and their trust in provided recommendations [16] .
Palmisano et al [32] provide a rare example of experimental support by conducting an empirical study that systematically investigates the extent to which contextual information matters in predicting customer behavior. They have built two models, with and without contextual information, demonstrating that the predictive performance with context is higher than that without context for most experimental settings. User preferences may differ depending on the context, but also, more importantly, similar users tend to prefer the same item within the same context or across similar contexts. We follow the same experimental design to validate the value of context within our approach and domain.
The Reduction-based Approach
Context-aware recommendation approaches are classified into three types based on the ways of incorporating contextual information into the recommendation process: pre-filtering, postfiltering and contextual modelling [33] . The difference between the first two approaches is when to include context information, before recommendation or after recommendation. However, there is no clear outperformance between pre-filtering and post-filtering approaches [33] , so we use the reduction-based approach [3] as a typical example of the pre-filtering approaches.
The reduction-based approach [3] reduces multidimensional recommendations problem to a traditional two-dimensional problem. For example, in a three dimensional space , the prediction function can be expressed as a function in a two dimensional space where the context dimension (assuming that we are interested in predicting the ratings at time ) [3] :
The dataset contains records , , , linking user ratings with a particular moment in time, or a particular value for the target context. According to Adomavicius et al [3] , a context segment is one such context value or the combination of the contexts values along different contextual dimensions that can impact customer ratings in a significant way. The context segment concept can be also extended to dimensions which use continuous numerical values, e.g., temperature, where the boundaries between segments could be arbitrary and fuzzy.
One of the advantages of the reduction-based approach is that all the traditional recommendation algorithms can be applied without modifications. Indeed, the multidimensional recommendation space is converted to two-dimensions , keeping only those ratings which pertain to the target context (e.g., time moment ) for the recommendation [3] .
However, by reducing the data available for training to the data from the target context segment only, the quality of recommendations can suffer, and the reduction-based context-aware approach can indeed underperform traditional algorithms such as CF [3] .
The solution proposed by Adomavicius et al [3] is to combine the reduction-based approach with the traditional algorithm (CF as an example) by using the level of data specificity which produces best results. Data from other context segments is merged into the data from the target one only when this would improve the recommendation. This does indeed produce good quality of prediction by design, however the process of enumerating combinations of context segments is not guided and so is computationally inefficient, especially when there are multiple context dimensions involved. This unguided approach is therefore not suitable when there is only limited computational power. As an alternative, here we propose a context similarity metric to guide the context segments aggregation overcoming the limited data in the target context segment.
Context Similarity Metric
In this work, we propose a guided aggregation approach for recommendations, starting with our work on context similarity along a single dimension [27] , and then extending this into a multidimensional similarity metric, deriving a single value for similarity between context segments.
Similarity of Context along a Single Dimension
Chen [13] states that different context types require the use of different quantifiable measures of the similarity between two context values. In this paper, we classify context values into three types, scale, ordinal and categorical.
Scale and ordinal context types allow a simple rule -the closer the context values, the more similar the context segments. For example, under the contextual dimension temperature in Celsius, our target user may consider using a service within the context segment where the value is 25°C. We call this the "active" context segment. Then the ratings provided under the context segment of 20°C are closer to the active segment than the ratings provided under the segment of 35°C. To measure the similarity of the two context segments along the temperature dimension,
we use the inverse of the numerical distance between the two context values. Thus we use the context similarity formula below to identify the "nearby" segments of an active context segment.
where , is the distance (say the absolute value of the subtraction of the two values c and c') between the active context segment and a "nearby" context segment. ′ presents a "nearby"
context segment to the active segment , and denotes all the "nearby" context segments which we have selected for our calculation. In our example, the active context segment is 25°C, so the similarity between the 20°C context segment and the active context segment is 2/3, and the similarity between the 35°C context and the active context segment is 1/3. Contrary to the context distance, the context similarity is better with a larger value.
When a context dimension is of the categorical type, we can still calculate context similarity and distance using the following method. We start by organizing the values taken by this context type in a specialization taxonomy. The method for constructing the taxonomy will differ according to the nature of the context dimension, yet it would generally involve integration of existing ontologies and the output of statistical clustering techniques as illustrated below for the TravelledWith taxonomy in the hotel recommendation example. The output is a hierarchical tree which organizes context values according to the manner in which they specialize one another, and an attribute-value mechanism to describe crucial properties of each concept [21] . Once the hierarchical structure is established, the similarity of two concepts can be computed by measuring the distance (say by counting the number of the specialization links, or graph edges) from the active context segment to the other one.
Following our hotel recommendation example above, we can build the following hierarchy tree for the context dimension TravelledWith, using the context values given by experts, as shown in Fig. 1 . The distance between the segments WithSpouse and ExtendedFamily is 3 based on this hierarchy tree. Using the distance as a value for , ′ , we can calculate the similarity of all categorical context types under consideration using Equation (5).
[Insert Figure 1 here] The effectiveness of this metric for categorical values along a single context dimension has been demonstrated in our earlier work [27] . In the next section we extend the metric so that it can be applied to multiple context dimensions.
Multi-dimensional Context Similarity Measure
Suppose there are two context dimensions in our hotel recommendation example, VisitWasFor There are multiple ways in which a combined similarity metric can be accomplished, and the corresponding similarity counts will be largely arbitrary, such as counting the graph edges of a context hierarchy tree which combines multiple contexts. In our example above, there are two context dimensions, VisitWasFor and TravelledWith (denoted as and ). Both are categorical, and each context dimension has its own similarity tree (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). The direct combination of these two trees is meaningless. ∆T can be calculated in a similar way. Alternatively, it can be calculated by counting the number of nodes between the two segments corresponded nodes (i.e., the nodes number between the node of segment 1 and the node of segment 2) in the hierarchy tree. Suppose there are nodes in between, ∆ 1. Bigger value of ∆ indicates less similarity between 1 and 2.
Following the calculation, the distance between C 1 = (forLeisure, withSpouse) and C 2 =(forBusiness, withOthers) is , ∆ , ∆ 2,4 .
Secondly, normalize the distance as percentages of the maximal distance within each context dimension. To normalize, we calculate the maximum distance in each context tree (i.e., the maximum distance in TravelledWith context tree is 6), and then each element in the subtracted vector is divided on the maximum distance within its context tree. The maximum distance vector in our example is denoted as ∆ , ∆ . The normalization the distance within dimension will be Δ / Δ .
Following the two steps above, we are able to calculate the distance of the distance vector:
The larger the distance between two context cells, the less similar they are to each other. The distance between the two context segments in the example above is 2/2 4/6 according to our formula. And the similarity is denoted as the inverse of the distance,
When there are more than two context dimensions involved, an n-dimensional vector will be used instead of two-dimensional one.
Having calculated the similarity of context segments and the similarity of users based on their multiple criteria ratings, we can guide the way in which past ratings can be aggregated to produce good recommendations. This metric can help improve prediction accuracy by dividing the original data into segments in terms of their similarity and then guiding the aggregation of only some of the segments depending on their similarity to the target segment.
Recommendation Generation through Guided Aggregation of Ratings
Once we have calculated context similarity, we can address the issue of insufficient rating data within certain context segments by using our guided aggregation approach. Our approach addresses a tradeoff between similarity of context and the number of available ratings determining the quality of predictions. Then we proceed to explain the recommendation process informed by similarity of context which extends the conventional CF algorithm as an example.
Stage 1: Grouping Data
It is presumed that not all contextual dimensions impact customer ratings in a significant way.
Statistical methods (e.g., t-test) can be applied on the total ratings of all users to determine whether there is a significant difference among the average ratings in these single dimensional context segments [3] . Only those context dimensions which have significant effect on total ratings will be taken into consideration in the further computation.
In a context-aware recommender system, we are interested in the relationship between ratings provided by users and the combination of the values of the significant context dimensions under which the rating was given. This suggests that we should group the ratings according to context segments. And the prediction of how a user likes an item under a certain context segment can be estimated by the ratings under the same context segment provided by this or other users.
However, these could be insufficient for reliable predictions.
Stage 2: Aggregating Segments
Suppose the active context segment has insufficient data for reliable predictions, we can then aggregate the data from other similar context segments ′. A core assumption of our approach is that the larger the similarity , between the active and the other context segment, the closer the similarity in user ratings, and so the predictions based on the data from a similar context segment tend to be better than predictions from a more distant one. We thus use the similarity metric between context segments to guide the aggregation process and avoid the computational complexity associated with "blind" enumeration of different context segments. In addition, the number of extra data "borrowed" should be more than the number of the original data within the active context segment to ensure adding up data for a more accurate prediction.
Since if the "borrowing" data are less than the data in the active segment, there is a high probability that many more users are added with limited number of ratings, which will make the data sparser and cause less accurate predictions.
Stage 3: Terminating Aggregation
The question is when to stop aggregating, if the data from the closest context segment is still not sufficient for quality prediction. As we decrease the similarity threshold and use ratings from context segments further away, we increase available data, yet the quality of predictions may decrease because those context segments would inform different kind of decisions compared to the active context segment. To establish the optimal similarity threshold, we have devised a simple algorithm with linear complexity suitable for situations of limited computational power:
Predict ratings from active context segment ;
Calculate prediction error from If predictor error is too large then
Do
Find c′ for which sim c, c′ is maximum Aggregate data from ′ into if the number of data in ′ is no less than in Calculate prediction error from c
Until prediction error starts to increase or c includes all data Note that it is theoretically possible that the lowest prediction error is achieved when all context segments are included in the prediction, which is also another terminating condition. We estimate the time complexity of our approach as linear • , where n and m are the number of context values from two context dimensions. Indeed, individual segments will be included in turn according to context similarity from high to low till the whole dataset when necessary.
Stage 4: Generating Recommendations
Recommendations are generated on the principle that the higher the overall predicted rating for an item, the higher the chance for this item to be liked. All users' ratings are stored with their context values. The prediction of what rating a user would give to an item within a certain context segment is estimated by the data associated with the same segment. Any of the traditional rating estimation algorithms can be used upon the segments for the prediction generation. When there are too few data for reliable prediction, the data stored under close segments are "borrowed". Once the overall ratings of items unknown to the target user are estimated, the recommendation can be made by choosing the highest rated item or by the first N items in a descending order of all the estimated ratings, thus bridging the boundary between ratings estimation and top-N list generation [44] .
Here, we focus on the conventional CF algorithm since it is one of the commonly used and successful algorithms in recommender systems. Especially the nearest neighbor/memory-based CF (used in this paper) has been reported as an excellent performer by both practical experience and related research [44] . We extend it with multiple criteria rankings to reflect the higher degree of user involvement with services compared to products [37] , and hence the more specific demands users place on services.
To validate the effectiveness of our metric whilst controlling for variations introduced by the recommendation approach, we use the memory-based extended CF approach with and without using our metric as guidance, and compare the results from the two configurations.
Approach Summary
Generally, the rating a user will likely give to an item under a context is predicted by using the ratings provided by similar users under the same or similar context segments. User similarity is calculated through Euclidean Distance over multiple criteria ratings on users' historical ratings.
In detail, the prediction of the rating that user would give to the item is based on aggregating the similar users' ratings on item by using Equation (1) . Similar users are calculated by considering multiple criteria using Equations (2) 
Validating Experiments
A set of feedback and user ratings data for an example service domain (hotel stays) is collected from a well-known rankings site. Our data set includes the records from several major English- This particular data set includes 400,106 records. Since the raw data is too sparse to compute, we aggregate ratings of all the hotels from the same brand with the same number of stars, using the assumed equality between the levels of service quality and the similarity of furnishing standards of such hotels. Even after aggregating, the majority of the users only rate one hotel, and more than half of the hotels are only being rated once as well. We remove the dirty records, and the hotels and users that have too few records due to the requirements in calculating the user similarity in the memory-based CF algorithm. The final dataset has 8,681 records, with 788 users and 509 hotels. The sparsity level is 0.9784 (i.e., 1 / *
).
We group all the ratings based on the context values for each dimension, and calculate the average total ratings by each user. Paired comparison t-tests are applied to identify the context dimensions which affect the total ratings significantly [3] . The probability of wrongly rejecting a true null hypothesis p-value is used as the measure to support our null hypothesis that there is no difference between the two compared context segments within one dimension. After applying ttest to our dataset, two of the three context dimensions are left for our further experimentation:
VisitWasFor, and TravelledWith.
Experimental Setup
To study the performance of the proposed approach, we investigate if it improves the performance of a well-known CF algorithm. Indeed, our approach is designed so that it can be combined with any traditional recommendation algorithm to provide more accurate predictions tuned to the context of intended use without changing the algorithm itself. Additionally, to
control for the quality of the recommendation algorithm, we do not compare our approach where we extend CF with other generic algorithms. Instead we compare it with the non-extended original CF to test if our extension can improve the prediction accuracy. This follows the experimental design of Palmisano et al [32] .
The proposed approach is implemented and tested using the dataset ( ) mentioned above. The overview of the major steps is as follows. Firstly, the dataset is split into training set ( ) and test Thirdly, the test set is used to evaluate the approach by comparing the prediction generated from with the original records within . This whole process is repeated over each pair of training set and test set. T-tests are applied to the final results for a more general conclusion.
To evaluate key ideas behind different stages of the approach, four sets of experiments are reported. The first set is designed to test our core assumption that considering context similarity leads to better predictions. To validate our approach, the second set tests if prediction improves when "borrowing" ratings data from a similar context segment rather than from a dissimilar one.
The third set of experiments tests if prediction accuracy improves by increasing the number of the context segments providing training data. In the last set of experiments we test whether using the similarity of context segments as a weight in the prediction formula produces more accurate results than when we do not consider this weight.
Our experiments were implemented using MatLab R2009a. All the experiments were run on a PC with Windows XP Prof., Intel Pentium(R) Core(TM) 2 CPU, 2.13GHz and 2GB RAM.
Contextual Structure
As 
Evaluation Metric
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is used as the evaluation metric in this paper. MAE is a measure of the average absolute deviation between a predicted rating and the user's true rating.
∑ | |
is the number of pairs of real ratings and predictions , . The lower the MAE, the more accurate are the predictions [38] .
Coverage is used as another evaluation metric to measure the proportion of items that can be recommended [41] . We predict for each user/item pair in our test sets, and measure the percentage for which a prediction was provided [17] .
Effect of Context Consideration
This first set of experiments tests the assumption of this work, that the inclusion of contextual information can help improve prediction accuracy.
Experiment design
Two training sets are used. The first training set is from 2 2, indicating that we predict by using the data from the same context presenting the consideration of context situation. The second one presenting the situation without considering context, is from MostData, which has the records from the combination of several context segments. Those context segments involved are 1 8, 2 2, 2 3 and 3 2, chosen since they have larger sizes than the others. At the same time we limit the number of training set records to 3,200. This is larger than the number of records in the 2 2 training set, which is 2983. If the prediction result of 2 2 is better than the prediction based on the dataset, this indicates that taking into account the context of use would improve the accuracy of the prediction. To test the approach, 10% of the records from 2 2 are selected randomly multiple times as different test sets.
Impact of context dimensions
Following our experiment design, 10 test sets are selected from data which are not used in their training sets. We compare the result from each test set with the same training sets each time. The results are showing in Fig. 3 and Table 1 . For all ten test sets, MAEs from the training set of 2 2 are better than those from training sets of MostData, even though MostData training set size is larger than the size of the 2 2 training set (generally, the bigger the size of the training set, the better the prediction is). This indicates that the consideration of context does improve prediction compared to the prediction without consideration of context.
The results above are used as samples to estimate the relationship between two populations, which are the MAEs computed using the training set 2 2, and those computed using the training set MostData. The null hypothesis will be the mean of MAEs from 2 2 is greater than or equal to the mean of MAEs from MostData (μ μ 0). The alternative hypothesis states that the mean of MAEs from 2 2 is smaller than that from MostData. T-test is applied to test our statement.
The results in Table 1 suggest we should accept the alternative hypothesis since this is a onetailed test and the p-value is much smaller than 0.05 (the significance level we assumed). In other words, the mean of MAEs from training set 2 2 is significantly smaller than the mean of MAEs from training set MostData. The results indicate our assumption that context affects users' ratings positively, and that the prediction within only one context dimension is more accurate than the prediction across several context dimensions. This is also supported by the coverage measure where the average coverage of predictions from 2 2 is 0.7695, which is much improved compared to the coverage from the MostData training set (0.4936).
Effect of Similar Context Prediction
In the second set of experiments, we test whether data from similar context segments can be "borrowed" to predict ratings from an "active" context segment with insufficient number of ratings, and more importantly, if these predictions are more accurate when compared to "borrowing" data from dissimilar context segments.
Experiment design
There are only 74 records in 2 1, and 20% of them are selected as a test set. The remaining 60 records of 2 1 are not enough as training data to produce a reasonable prediction. In this set of experiments, we compare the prediction accuracy produced by "borrowing" data from similar segments and dissimilar segments. There are two training sets, the combination of 2 8 and 2 3 (denoted as 22 83), and the combination of 1 2 and 3 2 (denoted as 13 22) .
According to our context similarity metric, 13 22 is further away to 2 1, than 22 83 context segment. In the following, 13 22 is named as FarSegments, while 22 83 is named as CloseSegments for the ease of reading. The sizes of both training sets are the same.
Impact of similar context
10 test sets are selected, and the MAEs were shown in Fig. 4 . We can see that MAEs from training set CloseSegments generally are smaller than those based on training set FarSegments, which means that the training set CloseSegments provides a more accurate prediction. What is more, in FarSegments, there are 2 out of 10 records which cannot be predicted, which is a significant proportion. In comparison, CloseSegments provides constant smaller prediction errors. From our context similarity metric, CloseSegments are closer to 2 1 than FarSegments.
Thus the experiments support our assumption that the closer the two context segments are, the better the prediction is.
[Insert Figure 4 ] Table 3 .
[Insert Table 2 here] Table 2 .
T-Test from Training set CloseSegments and Training set FarSegments
The resultant p-value is small enough to accept the alternative hypothesis that the mean of MAEs from training set CloseSegments is significantly smaller than the mean of MAEs from training set FarSegments. All of the results indicate that the predictions based on the data from similar context segments are better than those based on the data from further context segments.
Effect of Prediction with Different Number of Similar Context Segments
Our guided aggregation approach "borrows" data from similar context segments to address situations when there is not enough data within the target context segment. The approach recognizes the tradeoff between the degree of aggregation (the number of context segments that is involved in the aggregation) and the prediction accuracy, and attempts to calculate the optimal number of context segments to use. This set of experiments aims at validating this approach by testing the relationship between the degree of aggregation and the prediction accuracy.
Experiment design
20% of 2 1 records are selected as the test set, as 2 1 is a small segment where lack of training data is an issue. We are "borrowing" data from other similar context segments one by one, from the closest segment to the whole dataset at the end. As a result, the similarity of the context segments is gradually reduced following the increase of the segments borrowed.
However, we limit the size of the training set to reduce the effect on accuracy caused by oversized training set.
Impact of involved context segments
Following the experiment design, 10 test sets are selected randomly from 2 1. The training set initially has only 60 records. We "borrow" data from other context segments from the closest to the furthest, finally including the whole set. The final number of records is limited to 500 to demonstrate the viability of our approach in situations of limited computation power. The average of MAEs under each segments combination is plotted. The similarity of a combination of segments is calculated by averaging the similarities of all the involved segments, each calculated through our context similarity metric.
As seen in Fig. 5 , using the remaining records from 2 1 for prediction results in a large MAE due to insufficient data in the training set. When we start to "borrow" data from other similar context segments, MAE decreases, indicating an increase in the prediction accuracy. It reaches a minimum value and then it increases again as data from other segments is added, reducing the average similarity of the combination of context segments. This result indicates that extra data from most similar context segments can improve the prediction accuracy. However, if the similarity becomes too low, then the prediction accuracy is not very good either. Fig. 5 shows a slow downturn after the minimum point, which is somehow unexpected and warrants future study. We would suggest considering the balance of the quantity of training data and the prediction accuracy in practice.
[Insert Figure 5 here] Figure 5 . Relationship between quantity of segments and accuracy Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the changes of prediction accuracy and coverage following the increase of the quantity of segments with a controlled training size. Following the increase of similar segments, the training size increases, and the accuracy and the coverage are becoming better as well. At the point of "3segments" (meaning that the 3 similar segments are added), it reaches the controlled size, and the accuracy becomes the best among all the candidates, while the coverage reaches the peak as well. From this point onwards, the relatively small coverage is mainly due to the control of the training size to 500 records.
[Insert Figure 6 here] 
Effect of Prediction considering Context Similarity as Weight
A further use of our context similarity metric would be to value the distance between the active context segment and the other context segments which participate in the recommendation. Thus, this set of experiments will focus on testing whether using context similarity as weight in the prediction formula can improve the accuracy of prediction.
Experiment design
We follow the design of the second set of experiments, and select 20% records from 2 1 as test set, and all data from CloseSegments and FarSegments as two training sets. However, in this set of experiments we use context similarity as weight for prediction. The prediction formula is based on extending the CF prediction function as follows:
Suppose we are predicting the rating r that user will provide for item under the context segment . The rating , is calculated by: 
Impact of context weight
We predict the test sets using the CloseSegments and FarSegments training sets following Equation (9) . The results are shown in Fig. 8 .
[Insert Figure 8 here] Figure 8 . MAEs for testing whether context weight matters
Generally speaking, the MAEs are smaller when considering context similarity as weight than without considering it in final prediction. When we apply T-tests to test whether the MAEs with context similarity weight is smaller than those without it (alternative hypothesis), the p-values of both tests are greater than 0.05. Thus, T-tests do not support the conclusion that using context distance as a weight can help improve the accuracy of the prediction, although the average of MAEs with context weight is smaller than those without using context weight in this set of experiments. At the same time, the average of the coverage from the predictions considering context weight is smaller than that from predictions without considering context weight due to the further control of the selection of user neighbors in the former. This is also the area we would like to explore further in order to maximize the use of our context similarity metric and to tune our approach in the future.
Related Work
The majority of research in extended RS discussed earlier addresses multi-criteria RS [1, 2, 22, 26, 28] . To the best of our knowledge, there are three pieces of work which we are aware of reporting work similar to ours.
Chapphannarungsri and Maneeroj [12] have developed a multi-criteria and multi-dimensional recommender system for movie selection. They distribute the overall rating to each criterion as the criteria ratings for the multiple criteria aspect. In the multiple dimensional space, multiple linear regression is applied for the multiple context modeling to avoid the data loss problem caused by the reduction-based approach [12] . However, the multiple linear regression is carried out for each user in this paper. When a user has rated a very limited number of movies, the coefficients of each context dimension can be uncertain.
Our context similarity metric can help solve the data scarcity problem caused by reductionbased approach proposed by Adomavicius et al [3] . In their work, they point out that once reduction-based approach is applied to preparing the data, this results in a fewer data points in the training set and so the results can be worse compared to predictions based on the whole data involved, the bigger will be the advantage of our approach compared to the unguided one.
Empirically, the time that the aggregation process takes in our approach is so short that it can be ignored in comparison with the time of the other processes such as the calculation of user similarity, etc. In our particular experiment, the aggregation process takes less than 0.0001s. This is not true for the unguided aggregation approach, where at the initial pass recommendation rankings have to be generated on the basis of each context segment to establish the outperforming ones.
To the best of our knowledge, so far there is only one paper proposing a context similarity metric. Chen [13] presents a context-aware CF recommender system to predict a user's preferences in different context situations. He defines a method to calculate the similarity of context types. The method uses Pearson Correlation between two different context variables with respect to their ratings to compute the relevance of two contexts, and then the similarity returned will be used as weight for recommendation prediction [13] . This method requires a significant number of ratings by users who have rated the same items under different context segments.
Thus it does not suit some datasets, such as our rating dataset. The number of the people who rate the same hotel at least twice under different contextual dimensions is too limited to calculate the context similarity. This is also the reason why we do not compare their metric with ours.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presents our novel approach to incorporating context in multi-criteria RS, which has resulted in a recommendation method covering both criteria and context dimensions. To address the potential problem of scarcity of data encountered by existing reduction-based approaches, we introduce a metric for calculating context similarity within multi-dimensional context spaces. To measure similarity between ordinal and scale values we use the inverse of normalized distance, for categorical context values we first have to structure the context dimension by combining two clustering techniques and concept specialization taxonomy, producing a context specialization hierarchy. This allows us to use simple metrics such as the number of specialization links between the concepts as reported here, or the size of the concept difference calculated using description logic as detailed elsewhere [7] . Extending context similarity to multiple context dimensions allows its use for guiding the process of aggregating ratings from similar context segments when there is insufficient data under the target segment. Our aggregation approach can be used to extend any traditional recommendation algorithm. In this paper we have illustrated this by extending memory-based CF, demonstrating the improvement in accuracy brought about by our extension through a number of experiments using hotel ratings data. The experiments show that (a) using context information produces better recommendations; (b) we can effectively guide aggregation of training data by choosing the most similar context segment; (c) the benefits of aggregating data beyond an "optimal" point decrease since data becomes less relevant; and (d) using context similarity as a weight within the prediction formula does not bring about statistically significant improvement in prediction accuracy.
One of the weaknesses of the approach presented here is that whilst our approach deals with all three types of context dimensions (scale, ordinal and categorical), we experiment only with the most challenging one, the categorical context types. This is due to the lack of the other two types of contextual data in our test set. The other limitation of our approach as described here is estimating the similarity of categorical context values through the simple measure of counting specialization edges in a context taxonomy. This makes our similarity estimate dependent on the degree of granularity of the concept taxonomy. In our future work we are planning to use semantic reasoning instead for measuring the similarity of categorical context values.
The area of research in multi-criteria and multidimensional recommender systems is to be developed further, and the way in which models and processes are integrated within the recommender systems is to be carefully considered within our further research plans. Table 1 and Fig. 3 are the results of the first experiment, which is testing whether there is a positive impact of context in predictions. And both of them are discussed in Page 29. Table 2 and Fig. 4 are the results of the second set of experiments, which test whether closer context segments matter in prediction. Table 2 and Fig. 4 are mentioned in Page 31. 
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